CribX™ Vend
Set Up Guide

Goes Where the Work Is

Step 1: Review Your Container
Whether you need to track inventory on a large jobsite, or build a satellite storeroom to manage overflow from your manufacturing floor, the CribX Vend containers are fully equipped with all the features
you need to stay productive.
The containers have optional cellular & WiFi connectivity, and feature a commercial AC/heat system,
insulation & weather seal, and power & LED lighting.
Exterior Dimensions

8' 6"

Interior Dimensions

7' 2"
18' 2"

8'

20'

7' 7"

For more information on site requirements, reach out to a Sales Rep.

Item

Specifications

Container Weight

8,000 lbs.*

Container Capacity

47,862 lbs.

Power Requirements 120 VAC, 60 Hz, 50 Amps (Requires a twisted plug connector and it’s own power source)
Temperature

5 - 125˚ F

Humidity

There is no humidity limit, but humidity levels can impact AC unit efficiency

Step 2: Choose Your Computer
Every container needs a computer to control access to the container, as well as any open shelving.
Choose between a secured or unsecured Tekvision
or Mini PC. The Tekvision is our standard computer,
while the Mini PC offers faster speed and more hard
drive space.
Unsecured versions have exposed USB ports,
allowing users to charge devices from the computer,
while the ports on secured versions are inaccessible,
making them ideal when you want higher security.
* Machines not included
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Computer Type Security Level

SKU

Tekvision

Not Secured

35Y100118-US

Mini PC

Not Secured

35Y100128-US

Tekvision

Secured

35Y100125-US

Mini PC

Secured

35Y100126-US

Step 3: Choose Your Optional Accessories
CribX Vend has two available accessories—a temporary
battery that provides a few minutes of power after an
outage, and a cordless Bluetooth® scanner that’s ideal
for scanning items located away from the computer.

Accessory

SKU

UPS

35E100005

Bluetooth Scanner

803-BLUE

Step 4: Brand Your Container
Container Colors
Every CribX unit will come standard in SW 6260 Unique Gray. The paint
is a special durable formula, made to stand up to the elements in rugged
environments.

Branded Graphics
CribX comes standard with a branded graphics package, which includes a front graphic and two side
graphics. Branded graphics are designed for the standard placement shown here.

Front graphic 46" W x 23" H

Side graphic 89" W x 48" H

Branded
graphics are
included

Step 5: Build Your Container
CribX Vend containers can be outfitted with CribMaster hardware & software that provide 24/7 inventory
tracking, automated replenishment notifications, and real-time budget monitoring & usage tracking.
Select a custom mix of CribMaster machines to create a satellite storeroom that will increase productivity,
prevent stockouts, and reduce equipment and asset shrinkage.
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Build the Solution that Works for You
CribX is a completely customizable solution—choose from the list of machines below to build a
container tailored to the unique needs of your business.
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AccuDrawer™ Gen 3

eCab

CribMaster’s flagship product
for RFID technology. Medium
security solution. Controls
access to tools at point-ofuse. Monitors certifications,
inspection and calibration
schedules.

Utilizes barcode scanning to
manage and vend a wide range
of inventory types from one
cabinet at the point-of-use.

AccuCab/Hybrid/WeighStation

eDrawer

A completely customizable
combination of RFID technology
and precision scales. Checks in
and out inventory to authorized
users.

Access-controlled, medium
security cabinet that enables
multiple users to check tools
in and out with ease.

CabLock

Express Locker

Expandable industrial cabinet
design offers an electronic
locking drawer system designed
to accurately track consumable
and durable inventory at the
point-of-use.

A simplified locker solution
that allows access-controlled
management and distribution
of large and bulky consumable
and durable items.

DevLock

Express ToolBox

Access-controlled locker solution
allows you to monitor distribution
of durable items, and charge and
manage high-value electronic
assets like phones, tablets and
laptops.

Cost-effective, high-security,
coil-style vending with essential
functionality for managing
critical inventory levels of highuse consumables.

FlipTop

ToolBox

A high-security bin solution
with maximum configurability,
ideal for storing and managing
cutting tools and other highvalue durables.

CribMaster’s original secure
point-of-use dispensing device
that enables control and
management of a wide array of
high-use consumables inventory.

FlipTop Mini

TopLock

A high-security bin solution
with a small footprint. Offers
maximum configurability, and
ideal for storing and managing
cutting tools and other highvalue durables.

Drawer solution designed to
provide high security electronic
control. Powered system that
charges and stays connected
to your network.

FlipTop Wall

WeighStation

A high-security bin solution
that hangs at the point-of-use.
Ideal for storing and managing
cutting tools and other highvalue durables.

Weight-sensing technology
automatically adjusts inventory
levels as quantity is removed
or added. Quickly and easily
replenish in bulk without
repackaging.

MultiStore

X3 System

Secure storage for consumable
and durable items. Configurable
shelves can house multiple
SKU’s within each locker.

Secure, modular, compact
solution. Dispenses single
items without the need for
repackaging. Coil and carousel
options are available.

ProLock
Securely manages consumable
and durable items. Configurable
lockers and shelves.
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CribMaster—a division of STANLEY®—is the global leader in inventory and asset management solutions for a broad range of industrial and manufacturing applications.
Our industry-leading, software-enabled products simplify how our customers work. Backed by a team of knowledgeable and dedicated problem-solvers, CribMaster
makes progress easier to manage.
US Headquarters | 1955 West Oak Circle | Marietta, GA 30062 | 1.877.419.1399 | cribmaster.com
EU Headquarters | Weihoek 3 Unit 3 | 1930 Zaventem, Belgium | +32 2 620 7719 | cribmaster.com

